
2022 GENERAL ELECTION SURVEY

YOUR NAME: ___________________________________

OFFICE YOU SEEK: ___________________________________

PARTY (if applicable): ___________________________________

WEBSITE: ___________________________________

2022 General Election questions (limited to 100 words per question)

1. Why are you running and what do you expect to accomplish if elected?

I am running to restore this office and to regain the trust and confidence of our
citizens.

Over the last 3.5 years the ROD Office has become an embarrassment to
Charleston County.

I fully expect to restore the office, which with my skills and knowledge is the easy
task.  The difficult part will be to establish safeguards to secure the office from
any future novice that will disrupt the businesses that use the ROD.

The ROD Office must be lead by a knowledgeable and experienced individual.

I have 26 years of direct EXPERIENCE, KNOWLEDGE and COMMITMENT on
the ROD Office.

2. What distinguishes your candidacy and what are your three top priorities?

I will work with County Council to create oversight that will protect the
office for the future.

1. Restore the office back to the "trusted status" established prior to
2019.



2. Work to gain oversight on the registers decisions that affect the
public.

Mismanagement resulted in a court order requiring a 15 step plan be
followed after complete disruption to attorneys, mortgage companies,
real estate firms and county tax calculations.

3.  Implement e-recording within the first year.

Registers have failed after their 4 year terms to fulfill this feature. My 26
years of ROD knowledge will allow me to succeed.

3. Tell us something nice or positive about your opponent.

My opponent, Karen, has a personality that as a co-worker allowed us to have a
mutual respect and appreciation of our roles within the ROD Office. Her friendly
personality was excellent in her role greeting customers and recording their
documents.

4. Describe how the impact of climate change in the Charleston area would affect
your work if elected.

The Register of Deeds office is charged with recording documents related to land
transactions like Deeds and Mortgages, also Liens, Power of Attorneys, quit
Claims, etc. Climate Change is not a relevant factor that would impede those
duties.

5. Pick an issue you believe has not been adequately addressed by local
government. Describe solutions you will pursue if elected.

Though the Register of Deeds is an elected office, it carries no policy making
powers or leverage. I intend to focus on the duties and responsibilities of the
office as to serve the people of Charleston County and the industries that depend
on this office running efficiently and productively.

6. How will you lead to reduce gun violence in South Carolina?  Give specific steps,
strategies or proposals.



The citizens of Charleston County are not looking to the Register of Deeds to
become an activist in social policies but rather restore and rebuild the office to its
status as a leader in land records management and records resources.

7. Do you pledge to work with other elected members to move forward
collaboratively and to reduce partisanized bickering? If so, how will you
accomplish this?

Unfortunately this continues to be a stain on our political world. Many of us are
ready to overcome these problems. I am concerned about the office not the party
and therefore am trying to do my part by selecting a deputy who is a lifelong
democrat but more importantly has over 17 years experience in the ROD office to
assist in the rebuilding process.  I have worked with this individual over those
years and we are like minded in the office comes first and politics is not relevant
to this non policy making postion.

8. Please give a 150-word summary of your background.

My extensive knowledge of the ROD office, I became the only candidate
asked to participate in the S.C. Senate hearings for SC Bill 1031 requiring
qualifications on future candidates for this position.

I have 42 years of computer experience, I hold a Bachelors of Science
Degree in Information Technology - Databases - Summa Cum Laude.
Also, 26 years directing the ROD computerization as the Imaging
Supervisor, IT Specialist, Certified Database and Workflow Administrator
and the Senior Imaging Specialist at the ROD office under 3 different
Registers, Charlie Lybrand, Elaine Bozman and Michael Miller.

I configured the workflow procedures that made the Charleston County
ROD the most trusted records office in the state for record integrity. My
knowledge and experience provides me the ability to work and train
employees in any area with the understanding of how and why certain
procedures are in the records workflow process.

learn more at https://bobforrod.com/home/about_new/

https://bobforrod.com/home/about_new/

